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     FIREARMS TRAINING SIMULATOR 
Many military units lack effective and efficient training capable of 
preparing them for close combat and domain battle; and most law 
enforcement agencies need additional training to hone skills for situations 
that require escalation of force in diverse complex operational 
environments. currently, there are no virtual training facilities in the San 
Diego area meeting these needs. Six Maritime’s Critical Training Laboratory 
(CTL or “Control”) can assist with these shortfalls in training. CTL is 
ideally suited for sustainment qualification and uses the next generation 
of virtual training to advance weapons skill development, controlled 
shooting (including shoot/don’t shoot) and use of force training. 
 

            CTL simulation trainer provides: 
   -  Realistic and customized scenarios  
   -  Provides training at the Point of Need 
   -  Scalable from the individual to Department 
   -  Provides user feedback/AAR capability 
   -  reduces setup time allowing for maximized training time 
   -  simulations allow broad training capability in one location 
   -  simulations save ammunition costs / Affordable  
   -  Alternative Marksmanship Training Solutions for Military & civilian    
      Security and Law Enforcement Professionals. 

  



Law Enforcement and Security  

 

Military Sustainment Qualification and Shoot-Don’t Shoot /Hostile Intent 
Determination Scenarios 

This is specifically for Military (Active and Reserve) Naval Security Forces (MA’s), Shipboard Watch 

standers and Civilian Security Guard companies.  In addition to Annual Qualification, OPNAV 

Instruction 3591 Small Arms and Qualification has approved simulators to perform sustainment 

training as well as California’s Bureau of Security and investigative services for Security Companies.  

We have the solutions you have been looking for to keep personnel readiness at maximum levels.     

 

Law Enforcement Shoot-Don’t Shoot / Hostile Intent Determination Scenarios 
Today’s societal demands on LE officers often places them in seemingly untenable situations where the 

escalation in the use of force continuum rapidly progresses and an officer must make on-spot decisions 

concerning employment of deadly force in a situation that just previously seemed innocuous. It is vital 

that officers are equipped with every tool available to ensure that not only their weapon’s skills are 

well trained, but, moreover, their minds have received the training required to develop the critical 

decision-making skills necessary to keep everyone as safe as is humanly possible in this difficult 

terrain. Virtual training has proven to be one of the most successful methods of developing these 

skills sets and is the state of the art for empowering our LE officers to serve and protect our 

communities in the manor we all – including the officers themselves - desire them to. 



 

 

Human Behavior Pattern Recognition / Judgmental Training Course 
Our human behavior pattern recognition and Judgmental Training Software (by LaserShot) in 

conjunction with six Maritime’s classroom course work equips individuals with the tools to manipulate 

their environment based on the observable “human terrain.” Using systematic approaches to 

observation, assessment and decision-making, rapid predictive analysis is possible. This method of 

critical thinking can de-escalate a problem or keep a trained individual out of a potentially life-

threatening situation and facilitates decision making under pressure. This course takes weapons skills 

one step further and gives students shoot/don’t-shoot simulator scenarios in conjunction with the 

course. This course is ideal for anyone traveling to a high-risk area, law enforcement officials, first 

responders and event managers.  

Note: Coming Soon! Please have your Training Department reps call in advance and set-up a class as 

part of your training requirement. 
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